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Religious Calendar 

Sept 16, Sunday  
 Gayatri Yagna @ ICC site 
 

Sept 18,  Tuesday 
 Kevada Trij 
 

Sept 19, Wednesday 
 Shri Ganesh Chaturthi Cele-

bration 
 

Sept 20,  Thursday 
 Rushi Panchami 
 

Sept 26, Wednesday 
 Parivartini Ekadashi/ Shri 

Vaman Jayanti 
 

Sept 28,  Friday 
 Anant Chaturdashi 
 

Sept 29, Saturday, 5-9 pm  

 Satyanarayan Puja/Katha 
 

Sept 30,  Sunday 

 Mahalayarambh—

Shraddh Paksh starts 
 

Monthly Activities 
Sept 2, Sunday, 5 pm 
 Bhajan Sandhya: Classi-

cal bhajans  by Chandan 

Modi and his students 
 

Sept 7, Friday 

 Vishnu Sahasranama 
Parayanam:  Kshama 

Raghuveer  (610) 642-2875  
 

Monthly Bhajans 
Sept 21, Friday, 8-9 p.m. 

 Satya Sai Baba of Medford 
P.K. Prabhakar (856) 596-3147  

Sesha Vemuri   (856) 751-0867  
 

Sept 28, Friday, 8-9 pm 

 Shree Ji Bhajan Group  
Urmi Upadhya (856) 424-9328 

Charu Sheth (856) 662-8754 

 

Special Prayers 
ITA has a program whereby you can have prayers performed on your behalf every year on a 

special day in your life by pledging $301. Also, at your request, Shri. Bhupendra Shuklaji will 

perform a special puja on your behalf, or the regular temple puja performed on the designated 

day will be dedicated in your name. Below are the donors for this month.  

 

 Hudson James   Sep 01 Soni Devendra   Sep 17 

 Patel Vinod N  Sep 03 Shah Nagindas & Champaben Sep 19  

 Giyanani Mulchand  Sep 04 Mistry Nathu   Sep 22 

 Patel Kashiben  Sep 08 Aggarwal Girish   Sep 23 

 Patel Ajay   Sep 10 Doshi Kirti   Sep 23 

 Kochhar Omila  Sep 14 Patel Babubhai   Sep 27 

 Patel Krina   Sep 14 Patel Thakor   Sep 28 

 Maheswari Arun  Sep 17 Vijay & Asha Gupta  Sep 30 

 

Dear Bal Vihar children and parents, 

 

Welcome, welcome to 2012-2013th year of Bal Vihar session.  I hope you are 

looking forward to our meetings as much as we are. The Bal Vihar will continue 

to meet every second and fourth Sunday of a month from 9:45-1:00 PM at 

Cherokee High School in Marlton, NJ. 

 

Our curriculum, festivals, calendar of activities and registration etc. is being fine 

tuned by our dedicated teachers and volunteers.  ITA Bal Vihar is a successful 

program and it continues to grow mainly because of all the people who tirelessly 

work around the clock for so many years I appreciate their dedication, thank 

you! 

 

As Americans of Indian origin, raising children as a minority in such a liberal 

and diverse country is a difficult task. . We, our children can't deny that our 

looks, names, food, music, languages, ways of worshiping God, traditions, and 

even the value system are different than the mainstream America.  So, I applaud 

the parents who recognize the need to give their children the essentials of their 

culture and heritage which provides them with the basics to live a meaningful 

life in America. I look forward to meeting with you all, the new and old mem-

bers of Bal Vihar families.   

 We will begin our session on Sunday, Sept 9th with Lord Ganesh and Goddess 

Saraswati Puja. Please, join us.  

 

Hari Om, with kind regards, 

Lata Pimplaskar 

 



Senior Citizens’ Program 
Thursday September 13, 6:30 to 9:15 pm and Thursday September 27, 6:30 to 9:15 pm 

Coronary Artery Disease in Indian Population 

Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) is a narrowing of the small blood vessels (coronary arteries) supplying blood to the heart. Over 

time, plaques buildup in coronary arteries that block blood flow and lead to oxygen and nutrient starvation of heart muscles. CAD 
is more prevalent in Asian Indians. Millions are suffering from it but do not know. As the disease progresses, a ‘sudden’ heart at-

tack often occurs. CAD is the most common cause of death of both men and women.   
 

We have invited Dr. Inder Prakash Goel MD on September 13 to discuss this important topic. He will go over the signs and symp-
toms, causes and risk factors, tests and diagnostics, and treatment and prevention. The talk will be interactive and all are invited to 

attend.  
 

Falls and Physical Therapy 

A healthcare provider orders your physical therapy (PT) after a joint replacement, physical injuries, or long-term health problems, 

such as arthritis, spinal stenosis, COPD, tendon/ligament problems etc. One of the main causes of disability and loss of independ-

ence amongst seniors is the fall that can change one's life. In one CDC study, almost one-third of adults 65 and above who were 
injured in bathrooms were diagnosed with fractures. The physical therapist helps you with recovery, improving your strength, en-

durance, flexibility, coordination, and balance through various treatment modalities and exercises. On Sept. 27, physical therapist 

Mrs. Priti Patel MS PT, the daughter of our well-known members Dr. Pratima and Sri Divyakant Parikh (both past presidents of 
our temple) will discuss falls, their prevention, and physical therapy of resultant injuries of hip, back, and shoulder for rehabilita-

tion.   Contact Info: Suraj Bhan Singh;    sbsingh1@hotmail.com     (856) 582-5035. 

Youth Program 
Dear Youth; 
  

I welcome you all to the youth program on September 9, 2012 at 9:45 AM at the temple. The program is called Yuva-Darshan 

which means 'A vision for the youth.' For this vision, we have set three goals: (1) Have fun, (2) Respect, and (3) Learn. I am sure 

you will see why having fun is number one. If you did not get there, the other two can not be achieved. We have rearranged the 
schedule and the calendar this year to promote more youth initiated activities. It is only by taking initiative that you accomplish 

your goals.  
  

Being a youth is both difficult as well as enjoyable time in life. As you understand more about your own aspirations and abilities, it 

can also be a difficult time to cope with some of the frustrations, confusions and hard work that goes with it. Moreover, belonging 

to a minority faith in this majority of Christian world adds to the challenge. It has always been my focus in teaching that you, as 

the second or third generation Hindu in America, must feel comfortable and proud of your own faith and at the same time become 
a contributing American as you live in this great and free country in the world. 
 

Online Registration  currently open; so checkout our website at http://www.indiatemple.org/.  The  Youth Program 2012-2013 

calendar and curriculum are also available at the youth program page.  See you on the September 9th, 2012 at our temple.  

Sharad Pimplaskar 
————————————————————————————————————————————————————- 

GANESH CHATURTHI CELEBRATION 

 September 19, Wednesday 

7:00 to 9:00 PM 

IN OUR MANDIR 

 
NAVRATRI  2012 

October 16 to October 23 

Sharad Purnima-October 27 

SEE INSERT FOR MORE  DETAILS 

 

Life Members Recognition 
HONOREES 

Ramesh Viswanathan and Usha Ramesh 

Thank You for your support! As a token of our appreciation, we are honoring you through this newsletter.  

mailto:sbsingh1@hotmail.com
http://www.indiatemple.org/


 
 

ITA Seva Samiti holds Jap Yagna for our Sikh Community 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

August 14, 2012 was a cloudy, rainy day but the evening grew with crisp air as people slowly gathered in the Mandir hall to join in 
for the Prayers for Peace. The prayer meeting was to show solidarity with and to share the grief of our Sikh community. 

  

The program began with melodious bhajans by Sandhya Motiwala. Then, after welcoming the people, Lata Pimplaskar, the director of 

ITA Seva Samiti welcomed the audience to "Prayers for Peace" and said,  "Peace in a community or a nation arise from equality. And 

Sikhism was founded on the principles of equality by Guru Nanak in 1469. It was founded in retaliation to Hindu Brahmin practices 

of exploiting varna - commonly known as the caste system. 

  

Later, because of the Muslim invasions, Sikhs became the protectors of Hindustan and Hindus. Now these very people, peace loving, 

kind people were targeted to be killed in violence. And it hurts. It hurts us all!" The hall was silent; everyone looked as if assessing 

their hurt. And Lata Pimplaskar continued, "Even as a young girl, I used to ponder, what situations causes the most grief, sorrow to 

human heart? Death, illness, poverty, lack of opportunity or injustice? I had concluded it is injustice. This act of killing at Gurudwara 
was unjust. This act was not senseless or mindless, it was mindful. A mind that was full of hate and rage caused by ignorance. 

  

But even in the midst of this heinous act, the Sikh community have stood for what they believe: love and kindness. At the height of 

personal loss, Pradeep Kaleka, son of Satwant singh Kaleka who died in the Oak Creek, Wisconsin attack, said, "we must not fight 

fire with fire, or hate with hate, my father used to say that you can't fight fire with gasoline!" 

  

Friends, we can fight with the fire of knowledge. I urge you all to take every opportunity to educate our fellow citizens regarding Sikh 

form and traditions. This much we can do! " 

 

Tying Rakhi meant promise of continued relationship and protection to those we love. To signify our promise, our bond of brother-

hood with our Sikh guests, Lata Pimplakar invited Rina Patel - ITA president, Sangeeta Rashatwar - ITA Vice President, and Chetna 

Giyanani - Temple Manager to tie Rakhi to our guests, Harjinderji Singh, Bajinderji Singh, and Jitendra Singh. 
  

Later, Sharad Pimplaskar led the congregation into reciting 108 times the Gayatri Mantra. The temple hall resonated with auspicious 

vibrations and sounds uniting people into the Om -the Lord that is Sat - existence, Chit - that is Conscious and Ananda - that is Bliss! 

 

It’s Time to fix a few important things 
The following are a list of major replacements which are desperately needed here at the Indian Temple Association. 

 First, as many of you know, our current prayer hall has neither handicap access nor elevators.  Therefore many of 

our seniors are forced to stay down in the social hall and watch in-house TV coverage of many of our most impor-
tant events that happen upstairs in the prayer hall.  Currently, the TV's we have are old, and your board feels we 

need to upgrade them to flat-screen TV's. 

 Second, we have a very small kitchen that is being used all the time by various groups of the Temple.  The Micro-
wave and stove in the kitchen are extremely out-of-date and the board recommends that the Temple upgrade both 

appliances.  

 Third, as of the moment, our Temple is not equipped with security cameras.  You will be pleased to know that we 

are in the process of installing a new security system, which will need additional funding.  
 

In short, we have an immediate and urgent need to upgrade some of our more critical equipment and technology to meet 

our current needs and we are looking for sponsors for such upgrades.  If you are interested in providing funds for the pur-
chase of any of these items, please contact Rina Patel at president@indiatemple.org or Facility Committee Chair  

Magan Kanzaria magankanzaria@gmail.com. 

 
Sincerely, 

Rina Patel 

 



 

   

 

 

 

  
 

        

  

  

 

 

 
ITA Scholarship: Third Prize Winner’s Essay — Rani Shah 

 

Do We Really Need a God? 
 

Since the beginning of time, civilizations have believed and prayed to a greater being that maintains and restores the 

balance of the universe.  Through time this greater being has helped transform the world from a primitive, primordial 

place to the innovative, progressive position it is in today.  This greater being has also helped individuals find the light 

in the world and bring together communities to cherish each other through a common faith.  There will always be an 

ongoing battle between good and evil, and this infinite being, also known as God, representing human compassion 

and goodness will always prevail.  Without God many essential aspects of life would cease to exist including the pres-

ence of life on Earth, but most importantly, humanity would be morally bankrupt without faith in God. 

  

Throughout history there has always been a clash of ideas between the worlds of science and religion, but God has 

singularly allowed the world to progress through simple means.  There is so much in the universe that has been dis-

covered by advancements in the field of science and cutting-edge technology, but what actually is the basis of every-

thing in the universe?  What helps the planets revolve and rotate, and allows humans to wake up in the morning?  The 

only word that comes to mind is energy.  The physicist James Joule wrote the Law of Conservation of Energy which 

is the First Law of Thermodynamics.  It states that energy cannot be created or destroyed, but it can be transformed or 

transferred from one form to another.  Energy is constant.  God created this energy to maintain and balance the uni-

verse.  Humans cannot create energy, but they can only use the energy already available to them in this world and 

make the best of it for a better life.  Regardless of what a person’s opinion on creationism is, whether they believe in 

the Big Bang Theory, evolution, or God’s own handiwork, nothing would exist without the energy already available.  

Energy in any form is God’s first and most essential gift to the universe. 

 

 Furthermore, a belief in a superior being or God has brought so many people to a brighter place in their lives.  

Knowing that there is something bigger and more extraordinary out there gives individuals the motivation to try their 

hardest to be best person they can be to succeed in life.  God is everywhere; he is inside each and every person.  A be-

lief in a greater being allows people to search for the morality, compassion, and God within themselves to find what 

makes them special and a significant part of the world.  This brings forward a little more confidence, love, and light to 

a world filled with obstacles and difficulties.  God has the power to make any person’s adverse situation more toler-

able.  Moreover, family, friends, and communities become closer by sharing a common faith in God.  Knowing an-

other individual shares the same morals and happiness presented by faith allows a stronger bond to form between peo-

ple.  A common belief in God among loved ones brings an unsurpassed sense of peace and unity. 

 

 Most importantly, a faith in God keeps an individual from compromising the essential aspects of life.  The av-

erage person has a conscious in his or her mind dictating what is right through a sea of random thoughts to produce 

suitable statements and actions.  This reasonable thought process helps an individual decipher good and bad or right 

and wrong in any given situation.  This conscious is the logical voice of God helping a person to determine the correct 

decision.  Without God’s voice of reason, the world would be a pool of chaos and turmoil because humanity would be 

bankrupt of its morality and sense of ethics.  The God within every person with faith protects and betters that person. 

 

 Overall, God has given this world so much, and he still gives more and more every day.  God makes every-

thing in life possible and he unconditionally loves everybody that shows respect.  He is the reason people can over-

come their obstacles and make sensible choices in life.  Without him, we would cease to exist.  So, the question is do 

we really need a God? Simply, yes. 

 



 

   



My experience at the Hindu Mandir Executive Conference (HMEC) – August 17- 18, 2012 

(Ramesh Viswanathan) 
(First and foremost, I want to thank the ITA board for sponsoring me and Dahyabhai Patel to attend this conference.  ITA 
has been sending Mandir representatives every year since the inception of HMEC and it is a very laudable initiative on 

their part.  Not only does this generate an awareness of the functioning of the Hindu Mandirs across the different states of 

USA, (such as the activities they promote, the issues they face, the tools they employ to resolve these and so on) but also it 

creates a network of like-minded volunteers whom we can fall back on for guidance, support, and  publicity. Going forward, 
I hope every trustee gets this opportunity to attend such conferences). 
 

Veni, Vidi, Vici” – The Sants, Swamis, Swaminis, the Hindu scholars, Priests, the Youth speakers – Western, and Indian 
origin, …. the list goes on. 
 

As with many of us, I follow a particular school of thought with respect to Hinduism, and I tend to view others with a 

healthy dose of skepticism. That one could dedicate him(her)self in (apparently) completely diverse activities from others, 
yet arrive at the singular goal of blissful peace was brought forth loud and clear to me in the two days of  the HMEC meet 

held at San Jose, CA (August 17th and 18th). Let me elaborate. 
 

I have read quite a few books on the various saints of Bharat and have always marveled at the trigger points within their sys-

tem that caused them to search for the truth, unhindered by the human bonds.  Here, in this conference, I was a witness to 

not one, but quite a few such souls.  There was this Swamini (Sadhvi Bhagwati), a young Jewish woman from an upper mid-
dle class family from California, who graduated from Stanford and was pursuing her PhD in the same school; she took a 

vacation to travel to India and there was no turning back when she had a chance encounter with Pujya Swami Chidanand 

Saraswati. To recount her words, “waves and waves of bliss, joy, and serenity permeated every cell of my being” and I 

wanted this feeling to last forever. She found her calling in his Ashram at Rishikesh and has immersed herself in serving the 
community at large.  Dr. Animesh Sinha, a young physician from US, who spends nine months in a year at Braj in Uttar 

Pradesh trying to save the ecology surrounding the river Yamuna. Swami Mukundananda, another young person, an IIT 

Kanpur and IIM graduate who has set up his own Yogic system in India devoted to the best practices of amalgamation of 
the Hatha Yog, and Bhakti Yog. 
 

It was humbling to hear the Youth speakers of Indian origin such as Mihir Meghani, Aditi Banerjee, and a few others lectur-

ing us and suggesting ways and means to engage the Hindu community in USA and using Mandirs as an instrument of 
peace and harmony. The youth had an intense and an invigorating session on “Igniting the flame within: Redefining the 

Hindu-American Youth Identity” moderated by Sadhvi Bhagawati Saraswati, not very old herself! 
 

On the lighter side, we had a session by a priest Murali Bhattar from Minnesota who talked about technology at work in 

Mandirs.  He demonstrated how an IPad can carry all the Slokas and the ritualistic procedures in different languages cater-

ing to the various communities of Indians in the US accompanied by the music relevant to those. As an example, he chanted 

one of the auspicious ceremony mantras applicable to South Indians while playing the Nadaswaram in his IPad! This is 
something all the priests in USA should quickly get on board with if they want to cater to different Indian segments that fol-

low their own unique customs and practices. Another point he emphasized was that priests should explain every ritual and 

pooja step by step – in English so that our youth do not lose interest and understand the importance of these ceremonies. Yet 
another topic that resonated with me was the one on “Veda – The Inner-net Browser” by Sekhar Boddupalli, where he 

dwelled on the spiritual vibrations that emanate from the proper rendering of the Vedas.  
 

There has been a drive to help terminally ill Hindu patients by enabling the priests to go to the hospitals or homes and chant-
ing the relevant mantras and slokas to bring peace to the tortured souls.  A book “Hindu Prayer Book” was distributed for 

this purpose that serves as a useful aid. 
 

The United States Declaration of Independence proclaims the inalienable right to “Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happi-

ness”. After attending this conference, I am convinced that the enlightened Hindu souls have attempted to steer the populace 

at large to take this phrase to the next and the final logical step: “Samsara, Moksha, and Ananda”.    
 

As I write this, a Sanskrit verse comes to mind. 

“Akashat patitam toyam, Yatha gachati sagaram, Sarva deva namaskaram, Keshavam pratigachati”  

“Rain water falls on various parts of the earth, but, of its own accord, in its own way, it always makes its way to the ocean. 
Similarly, worship offered to any divine being will eventually end up at the feet of Shri Krishna." 

 

The devotion, the dedication, the sincerity, and the singular pursuit of these evolved souls to bring about the peace and har-
mony to every being in this world amply exemplifies and is a living testament to the above sloka.  

 

May their tribe increase! 



Programs for Your Spiritual Growth 
 

YOGA ABHYAS FOR HEALTH, HAPPINESS  & GOD 

REALIZATION: A program for adults on  

Yogasana, Pranayam & Meditation. 

First Sunday: 9:30 -11:30 a.m. at our Mandir 

Contact: Virendra Gupta @ (856) 424-9313 
 

GITA STUDY GROUP: 

Every Tuesday & Wednesday, 8-9 p.m. at our Mandir  

Contact: Sharad Pimplaskar @ (856) 985-4785 
 

BHAJANS & STUTI:  

Every Friday, 7:30-9 p.m. 

Contact: Shree Shuklaji or Shri Sudhirji (856) 768-6785 
 
 

Regular Programs for Children and Youth 
BAL VIHAR: For children (ages 4-13), to promote a  

positive Hindu identity within the diverse U.S. culture.  

2nd & 4th Sunday @ 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. 

Contact: Lata Pimplaskar (856) 985-4785, Bhavesh Patel 1-

855-my-mandir ext 3, Rina Patel (856) 313-5235 for regis-

tration and location 
YOUTH PROGRAM: A program for young adults (ages 
13-18) and parents. 2nd & 4th Sunday, 9:45 a.m. - 1 p.m. at 

our Mandir. 

Contact: Sharad Pimplaskar at (856) 985-4785 or Sangeeta 

Rashatwar at (856) 424-4211  

CREATIVE ART WORKSHOP 

1st, 3rd & 5th Sunday @ 9:30 a.m. at our Mandir  

Contact: Narendra Amin  (856) 429-8761 

 

PUJA SERVICE CHARGES, TEMPLE FACILITIES USAGE FEE AND OTHER CHARGES: 

The following provides list of applicable charges and fees. 

Shri Shuklaji /Shri Sudhirji will be available for religious services on request. Please check temple availability at 

www.indiatemple.org; Click on “CALENDAR tab” and, from drop-down menu, Click on “EVENT/RENTAL CALENDAR”. Please 

contact Smt. Chetna Giyanani or  Shri. Ishwar Chauhan at 1-855-MY-MANDIR Ext 1  for the booking of the Temple Facili-

ties and/or scheduling of Puja Services by Shuklaji or Sudhirji.  

———————————————— ———————–—— 
                                              INSIDE           OUTSIDE        Following listed fees and charges are in addition to the 

      PUJA SERVICE                                         TEMPLE         TEMPLE         charges listed for Puja Services 

—————————————————————————-- 
     Archana (Panchopachar)       $11  N/A 
     Vahan (Vehicle) Puja       $21  N/A 
     Namakaran/Annaprashan       $51  $101 
     Birthday        $51  $101  TEMPLE FACILITIES USAGE FEE 

     Shraddha        $51  $101  Prayer Hall: $200 

     Anniversary Celebration       $101  $151  Social Hall: $300 
     Seemant        $101  $151 
     Kesh Mundan Puja       $101  $151 
     Sodashopchar, Kalash Puja, Punyah-Vachan 
     or Blessings        $101  $151  OTHER CHARGES 

     Satyanarayan Puja       $121  $151   
     Engagement Ceremony       $101  $201  MILEAGE TIER 

     Havan/Grah Shanti       $201  $251 

     Vastu Puja - outside service only      N/A  $251  $0 for 1 - 25 mile radius 
   
     Wedding Grah Shanti      $201  $301  $51 for 26 - 100 mile radius 
     Wedding Ceremony per day     $301  $351  $101 for 101 - 150 mile radius 
     Upanayan/Yagnopavita      $251  $301   
 
     Antim Rites (Funeral Service)     Voluntary Donation  $151 for 151 - 200 mile radius 
 
     Uttar Kriya per day - outside service only    N/A  $101  NON-MEMBER 

     Yagna/Laghu Rudra - outside service only    N/A  $351 
     Navchandi Yagna - outside service only    N/A  $651  $51 for non-member surcharge 
 

    NOTE: Charges and availability of other Puja Services not listed above may be discussed with Smt. Chetna Giyanani  at 

    1-855-MY-MANDIR Ext 1 

 
     DIRECTION TO BERLIN TEMPLE 

A. From Tacony Bridge: 
Take NJ route 73S; drive for about 12  - 13 miles and follow signs for East Taunton Avenue. Temple is on your right 
 

B. From Ben Franklin Bridge: 
Take route 30E to NJ route 70E to NJ route 73S, drive for about 7 miles and follow signs for East Taunton Avenue. Temple is on your right 
 

C. From Walt Whitman Bridge or Delaware Memorial Bridge: 
Take I-295N to Exit 29-A for route 30E to Berlin Twp. Turn left on East Taunton Avenue 
 

D. From Central and North Jersey: 
Take NJ Turnpike South. Exit 4 for route 73S. Drive for about 10 - 11 miles and follow signs for East Taunton Avenue on your right 

 

http://www.indiatemple.org/


 

President 

Rina Patel 

1-855-my-mandir x 710 
president@indiatemple.org 

 

Vice President 

Sangeeta Rashatwar 

1-855-my-mandir x 711 

vp@indiatemple.org 
 

General Secretary 

Ramesh Viswanathan 

1-855-my-mandir x 712 

gs@indiatemple.org 
 

Treasurer 

Harshad J Patel 

1-855-my-mandir x 713 
treasurer@indiatemple.org 

 
 

Religious Services 

Facility Rental 

Temple Manager 

Chetna Giyanani  

Ishwar Chauhan 

1-855-my-mandir x 1 

manager@indiatemple.org 

 

 

Darshan  Schedule  

 

Morning 

7:30  a.m. - 12:30 p.m.   
 

Evening 

6 p.m.  -  9 p.m.  

 

Aarti 
12 p.m.  &  8 p.m. 

 

Times  may  change during  

special  occasions 

 

Please use the front door 

and ring the bell if locked 

India Temple Association, Inc. 
25 E. Taunton, Berlin, NJ 08009 
 
EDITOR: 

Ramesh Viswanathan 

127 Europa Blvd 

Cherry Hill, NJ 08003 

Editor@indiatemple.org 

 

PLEASE RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP IF IT SHOWS “EXPIRED”  OR YEAR MARKED 

2011 OR EARLIER IN ADDRESS LABEL 

 
 

 

 

 

                                                                         

Please check appropriate items from the following, and mail it to 

Hindu Temple, 25 East Taunton Ave., Berlin, NJ 08009 Attn: Mr. M. Kanzaria 

 

  [  ] I/We  would like to join India Temple Association and I/We are remitting the membership dues  

  (please select one)  Individual or Family one year ($51) _______ 

                                  Individual or Family five year ($151) ______ 

                                  Life ($1,001)  _________               

  [  ] I/ We are seniors, age 65 and above and would like to join India Temple Association. I am/We are 

remitting the membership dues  

  (please select one)  Individual or Family Five year ($25) _______ 

                                   Life ($101)  _________               

   [  ] I am adding additional donations: 

  _______ Scholarship Fund   ______Lifetime Seva ($301) _____Temple Renovations 
  _______ Seva Samiti  Fund   _______ Bal Vihar Fund  _______ Youth Fund 
 
 

  [  ] I am relocating to the following address 

 

  Last Name:     _________________________  First Name:  __________________________ 

 

  Address: ________________________________________________________   

 

  Telephone: ____________________ E-mail: ____________________________   


